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BOOK SYNOPSIS
Good lawyers have an ability to tell stories. Whether they are arguing a murder case
or a complex financial securities case, they can capably explain a chain of events to
judges and juries so that they understand them. The best lawyers are also able to
construct narratives that have an emotional impact on their intended audiences. But
what is a narrative, and how can lawyers go about constructing one? How does one
transform a cold presentation of facts into a seamless story that clearly and
compellingly takes readers not only from point A to point B, but to points C, D, E, F,
and G as well? In Storytelling for Lawyers, Phil Meyer explains how. He begins with
a pragmatic theory of the narrative foundations of litigation practice and then
applies it to a range of practical illustrative examples: briefs, judicial opinions and
oral arguments. Intended for legal practitioners, teachers, law students, and even
interdisciplinary academics, the book offers a basic yet comprehensive explanation
of the central role of narrative in litigation. The book also offers a narrative tool kit
that supplements the analytical skills traditionally emphasized in law school as well
as practical tips for practicing attorneys that will help them craft their own legal
stories.
STORYTELLING FOR LAWYERS - Are you looking for Ebook Storytelling For
Lawyers? You will be glad to know that right now Storytelling For Lawyers is
available on our online library. With our online resources, you can find Applied
Numerical Methods With Matlab Solution Manual 3rd Edition or just about any type
of ebooks, for any type of product.
Best of all, they are entirely free to find, use and download, so there is no cost or
stress at all. Storytelling For Lawyers may not make exciting reading, but Applied
Numerical Methods With Matlab Solution Manual 3rd Edition is packed with
valuable instructions, information and warnings. We also have many ebooks and
user guide is also related with Storytelling For Lawyers and many other ebooks.
We have made it easy for you to find a PDF Ebooks without any digging. And by
having access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have
convenient answers with Storytelling For Lawyers. To get started finding
Storytelling For Lawyers, you are right to find our website which has a
comprehensive collection of manuals listed.

